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Did Satoshi Nakamoto, the pseudonymous creator of Bitcoin, actually invent anything new
that had not previously existed before? Should people stop referring to a 'blockchain
revolution' and instead call blockchain a 'technological evolution' that happened gradually
and was caused randomly by environmental pressures rather than the intentional acts of a
unique inventor? These basic questions make up the core of this paper, along with the
suggestion that an alternative way of describing blockchain development makes considerably
more sense than using the concept of 'evolution' in the digital era.
“If you cry ‘Forward!’ you must without fail make plain in what direction to go.
Don’t you see that if, without doing so, you call out the word to both a monk and a
revolutionary they will go in directions precisely opposite?” – Anton Chekhov
"I'm better with code than with words though." - Satoshi Nakamoto1
While it is unoriginal to ask whether blockchain distributed ledger technology should be
thought of as an 'evolution' or a 'revolution,' since many people have asked it already (see
bibliography below, including texts and videos), in this paper I'll go a step deeper by looking
at what people actually mean when they refer to blockchain as either an 'evolution' or a
'revolution,' or rather inconsistently as both at the same time.
In short, I'll distinguish between their colloquial, ideological and technical uses and ask if
one, both or neither of these terms is accurate of the changes blockchain has made, is
making and will make as a new global digital technology.
Introduction: From the Book of Satoshi
In the Foreword to The Book of Satoshi: The Collected Writings of Bitcoin Creator Satoshi Nakamoto,
libertarian Bitcoin activist Jeff Berwick wrote: “Bitcoin has changed everything. Its
importance as an evolution in money and banking cannot be overstated. Notice I don’t use
the word 'revolution' here because I consider Bitcoin to be a complete 'evolution' from the
anachronistic money and banking systems that humanity has been using—and been forced
by government dictate to use—for at least the last hundred years.” (2014: xvii)
While I don't really understand what he means by a 'complete evolution,' Berwick's attention
to the difference in meaning between 'evolution' and 'revolution' regarding Bitcoin
nevertheless sets the stage for this exploration of blockchain technology, as we consider its
current development trajectory. Which term is more suitable?
Worth noting, nowhere in Satoshi Nakamoto's collected writings is either the term
'evolution' or 'revolution' to be found. Berwick's interpretation of 'blockchain evolution,'
framed within his worldview as an anarcho-capitalist, is thus of his own making and not one
that derives from Nakamoto himself. I'll touch on why I believe that is below. Also of note,
1

Nov. 14, 2008. https://satoshi.nakamotoinstitute.org/emails/cryptography/12/
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the book's writer and compiler of Nakamoto's writings, Phil Champagne, states that,
“Bitcoin, both a virtual currency and a payment system, represents a revolutionary concept
whose significance quickly becomes apparent with a first transaction. ... Bitcoin has therefore
clearly sparked a new technological revolution that capitalizes on the Internet, another
innovation that changed the world.” (2014: 2, 7)
Champagne closes the book stating, “Satoshi Nakamoto brought together many existing
mathematical and software concepts to create Bitcoin. Since then, Bitcoin has been an
ongoing experiment, continuing to evolve and be updated on a regular basis. It has, so far,
proven its utility and revolutionized the financial and monetary industry, particularly the
electronic payment system, and is being accepted worldwide.” (2014: 347) The use of both
'evolution' and 'revolution' in past and present tense shows a debate exists even within this
one book about which term best fits blockchain's current and future status in society.
This paper will look closely at the difference between these two terms as they relate to
blockchain, largely staying away from speculation about cryptocurrencies, i.e. digital tokens,
crypto-assets, and/or crypto-securities. It will primarily serve to catalogue the way people
have used these two terms with respect to blockchain and cryptocurrency and ask if they are
suitable or unsuitable terms. In conclusion, I offer an analysis of why the distinction between
these two terms matters as different ways to describe change-over-time and assess an
alternative model to analyse and discuss these changes called 'digital extension services.'
Reflexive Background and Context
To set the background and context, let me write reflexively about why I am writing this
paper. Over the past 15+ years studying the topic, I've become somewhat of an expert on
how the term 'evolution' is used outside of the natural-physical sciences, in theories such as
'social and cultural evolution,' 'evolutionary economics' and 'technological evolution.'
I wrote a master's thesis comparing the concepts of 'evolution,' 'extension' and 'Intelligent
Design,' and have published more than 20 papers and delivered more than 30 presentations
at international conferences outlining and exploring the limits of 'evolutionary' thinking as
well as promoting the notion of 'human extension' in social sciences and humanities2.
My interest in this paper is to clear up what appears as massive public confusion and
oftentimes puzzling equivocation about various types of change-over-time, especially nonevolutionary changes such as revolution, development, emergence, and extension. Some
people think there is no such thing as a 'non-evolutionary' change since all change must be
'evolutionary,' in response to which I would like to set the record straight.
There are undoubtedly some people who will consider this paper and having written it to be
a complete waste of time and for them, it's best to stop reading at the end of this sentence.
2 Your author of this paper received his degree in 'Sociological Sciences' from St. Petersburg State University in
Russia, after a dissertation defense at the Sociological Institute of the Russian Academy of Science in 2010.
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However, others may find in this exploration a key distinction towards gaining even a small
bit of insight and perhaps some understanding into the considerable differences between
biological change-over-time and technological development3, innovation and planning, the
latter which generally fall outside of the meaning of 'evolution.'
Notably, I find it somewhat humorous for having studied this rather arcane social
epistemological topic quite closely for many years to be able to write this paper now. It's
meant that I've had to lock horns repeatedly with ideological (young earth) creationists,
Intelligent Design advocates and evolutionists on many occasions along the way4. What I
have discovered is that sometimes choosing the right term matters and sometimes it doesn't;
some people want to use a term to mean whatever they want it to mean5 and it's most often
not worth taking the time in trying to stop or persuade them.
When I learned in 2016 that blockchain technology is about more than just cryptocurrency,
and that it also has potentially significant and far-reaching implications for a variety of social,
cultural and educational uses, it simply made sense to bring some of the knowledge I had
gathered as an associate professor and researcher into my study of distributed ledgers, which
is what leads to this text.
In Q3 2017, I asked and answered myself on Twitter as follows: “Is blockchain really
evolving of its own accord? No.” I copied that message to the Managing Director of the
Blockchain Research Institute (BRI) in Toronto, Hilary Carter, who I had met that summer
at the Blockchain Government Forum in Ottawa. She replied: “Agreed! Evolution is a series
of beneficial genetic accidents. Blockchain and the development of the community is entirely
intentional.” (24 Sep 2017) That exchange happened after I had recently arrived in Yangon,
Myanmar, first to teach, then to work as Director of Blockchain Innovation at an
educational technology startup company. I had many new things and needs to focus on and
didn't think about it too much further at that time.
However, after returning to Canada in 2018, I later raised this topic again directly in
conversation with Carter6. While she still stands behind the view that blockchain is indeed a
revolutionary phenomenon and that its development is based upon the various intentions of
its builders and creators, she also suggested that, “the blockchain ecosystem is [an]
evolution,” that it is in a state of maturation, and that, “no one is controlling it.” It is the
latter contention that I'd like to take up again now and 'unpack' during the course of this
paper.

3 "The gap between biological evolution and artificial systems evolution is just too enormous to expect to link
the two." - Meir Lehman (In Williams, 2002)
4 It is most likely that none of the authors cited in this study was thinking about 'young earth creationism' as a
position that they aimed to oppose by using the term 'evolution.' Similarly, no theory of 'Intelligent Design' as
an alternative to 'neo-Darwinism' is at the heart of this paper's rejection of 'technological evolutionary' theories.
5 “When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, “it means just what I choose it to
mean—neither more nor less.” - Lewis Carroll (Through the Looking-Glass, 1872)
6 Private conversation 07-02-2019.
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Carter's view, to which I will return below, raises an important question about how
blockchain was invented, as well as the way that blockchain ecosystem development is
currently being planned and executed, and both how and why people are aiming for social
scalability and public adoption. Also, it raises the question of what then counts as the
'blockchain revolution' that BRI founder Don Tapscott wrote a book about with his son
Alex in 2016.
To me, Carter's original comment that blockchain development is 'entirely intentional' is
obviously correct and requires no further commentary for validation. However, it also
signifies that there is at least some type of 'control' when it comes to actual blockchain
technology building, even if the trajectory of distributed ledgers aren't being controlled, nor
are they entirely predictable, by any single person or company, anywhere in the world.
My prior research in sociology of science had shown that while the term 'evolution' is used
by not a few people in a basic colloquial sense simply as a synonym for 'change,' it can also
be used, and not rarely, in an ideological sense that draws on 'cultural evolutionary' theories
in SSH or in the case of technology, one that adheres to the so-called 'laws of software
evolution7' (M. Lehman). It is the latter usage of the term 'evolution' that I wholeheartedly
reject and think has caused great damage to human self-understanding and initiative.
Let it be clear, however, in stating this that I am not one of the 'new evolution deniers'
(Wright 2018) pursuing an anti-biology or anti-science blank slate ideology that doesn't
acknowledge change-over-time, which is evident in many ways across a range of cultural
issues. Rather, I'm a dedicated social scientific researcher and more recently community
builder of blockchain technology who rejects the notion that 'no one is in control' of what is
being developed (i.e. 'unguided evolution').
Likewise, I strongly reject the misanthropic worldview that claims 'there is no purpose8'
(Dawkins) in change-over-time. I oppose both of these positions as dehumanising. So, with
this context provided, the following sections present my research findings into how other
people use the terms 'evolution' and 'revolution' with respect to blockchain technology.
Equivocating Between Evolution and Revolution
“Bitcoin is a completely new narrative. It alters everything, and in 20 to 30 years
from now, people will not recognise the world we are in because of Bitcoin.” - Craig
Steven Wright (2019a)
7 “In software engineering there is no theory. It's all arm flapping and intuition. I believe that a theory of
software evolution could eventually translate into a theory of software engineering. Either that or it will come
very close. It will lay the foundation for a wider theory of software evolution.” - Lehman (In Williams 2002)
8 “This is one of the hardest lessons for humans to learn. We cannot admit that things might be neither good
nor evil, neither cruel nor kind, but simply callous - indifferent to all suffering, lacking all purpose.” … “The
universe we observe has precisely the properties we should expect if there is, at bottom, no design, no purpose,
no evil and no good, nothing but blind pitiless indifference.” – Richard Dawkins (River Out of Eden. Basic
Books, New York, 1995: 95)
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Many writers on the topic of blockchain switch back and forth equivocally between
'evolution' and 'revolution,' apparently without much rhyme or reason, not carefully
distinguishing between them. Rather curiously, this includes the Tapscotts. "We strongly
believe that India has the potential to lead the blockchain revolution9," said Don Tapscott in
2018.
And there are indeed many places where Don and his son Alex use the term 'revolution' to
describe blockchain in their 2016 book, which I will outline in the following paragraphs.
They write, “Like the first generation of the Internet, the Blockchain Revolution promises to
upend business models and transform industries. But that is just the start. Blockchain
technology is pushing us inexorably into a new era, predicated on openness, merit,
decentralization, and global participation.” (Ibid) This type of language continues throughout
the book, which explains why they gave it the title they did.
However, they also use the term 'evolution' to describe technological change. “The Web is
critical to the future of the digital world,” they say, “and all of us should support efforts
under way to defend it, such as those of the World Wide Web Foundation, who are fighting
to keep it open, neutral, and constantly evolving.” (Ibid)
They quote Blake Masters, who states, “Bear in mind that financial services infrastructures
have not evolved in decades. The front end has evolved but not the back end. ... posttrade
infrastructure hasn’t really evolved at all.” (Ibid) Likewise, they cite Joseph Lubin, who says:
“I am not concerned about machine intelligence. We will evolve with it and for a
long time it will be in the service of, or an aspect of, Homo sapiens cybernetica. It
may evolve beyond us but that is fine. If so, it will occupy a different ecological
niche. It will operate at different speeds and different relevant time scales. In that
context, artificial intelligence will not distinguish between humans, a rock, or a
geological process. We evolved past lots of species, many of which are doing fine (in
their present forms).” (Ibid)
The Tapscotts in this vein also consider human-made technology itself, not just biology, as
an 'evolutionary' phenomenon. They thus label one of their chapters, “The Evolution of
Computing: from mainframes to smart pills.” (Ibid) “Unlike our energy grid,” they say,
“computing power has evolved through several paradigms. In the 1950s and 1960s,
mainframes ruled—International Business Machines and the Wild 'BUNCH' (Burroughs,
Univac, National Cash Register Corp., Control Data, and Honeywell).
In the 1970s and 1980s, minicomputers exploded onto the scene.” (Ibid) They continue this
line of thinking, suggesting that, “Driven by the same technological advances,
communications networks evolved, too. From the early 1970s, the Internet (originating in
the U.S. Advanced Research Projects Agency Network) was evolving into its present-day,
9 https://money.cnn.com/2018/02/21/technology/canada-india-blockchain-partnership-brinasscom/index.html
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worldwide, distributed network that connects more than 3.2 billion people, businesses,
governments, and other institutions. The computing and networking technologies then
converged in mobile tablets and handhelds. BlackBerry commercialized the smart phone in
the early aughts, and Apple popularized it in the iPhone in 2007.” (Ibid)
Yet at some point unstated, they switch back to 'revolutionary' language, suggesting that,
“We’re beginning the next major phase of the digital revolution.” (Ibid) They cite Michelle
Tinsley of Intel, who “explained why her company is deeply investigating the blockchain
revolution: “When PCs became pervasive, the productivity rates went through the roof. We
connected those PCs to a server, a data center, or the cloud, making it really cheap and easy
for lean start-ups to get computer power at their fingertips, and we’re again seeing rapid
innovation, new business models.”
Just imagine the potential of applying these capabilities across many types of businesses,
many untouched by the Internet revolution.” (Ibid) In short, their view is that “the
technology is always evolving and designs are ever improving.” (Ibid) This encapsulates their
equivocating meaning of 'blockchain revolution,' from one of the most widely cited texts in
the field of blockchain technology.
Carter followed up with me after receiving the first draft of this paper to clarify her position.
She explains, “We've evolved from single-purpose peer to peer electronic cash to Ethereum
to private distributed ledgers to Cryptokitties. Everything is intentional. Evolution postBitcoin is more a figure of speech to reflect that blockchain systems have changed10.” She
continues, saying that, “Blockchain was no accidental software that emerged from the first
generation of the internet.”
This sentence brings in another 'change-over-time' term with the notion of 'emergence,' that
adds to the linguistic feature of this analysis. Carter concludes that, “maybe 'matured' is a
better word [i.e. than 'evolution'] - because of the creativity of humans, not because of
fortunate digital coincidences.” This explanation from the current leadership of the BRI
helps to make sense of the variety of ways that people around the world are now speaking
about the 'growth,' 'emergence,' 'maturing,' 'development,' 'advancement,' 'expansion' and
other 'change-over-time' metaphors to describe what is happening with distributed ledger
technologies.
But What Are the Meanings of These Words?
Moving on to another writer and public figure, managing director of the IMF, Christine
Lagarde similarly switches back and forth between 'evolution' and 'revolution' in seemingly
an unsystematic way. She confirms that, “the fintech revolution questions the two forms of
money we just discussed—coins and commercial bank deposits. And it questions the role of
the state in providing money.” (2018)

10 Private email, 24-02-2019.
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She continues, however, saying, “I have tried to evaluate the case this morning for digital
currency. The case is based on new and evolving requirements for money, as well as essential
public policy objectives. My message is that while the case for digital currency is not
universal, we should investigate it further, seriously, carefully, and creatively.” (Ibid)
One of the most prolific speakers and writers about blockchain, Andreas Antonopolous
(2017), believes, “Over time, the way transaction fees are calculated and the effect they have
on transaction prioritization has evolved. At first, transaction fees were fixed and constant
across the network. Gradually, the fee structure relaxed and may be influenced by market
forces, based on network capacity and transaction volume.” (2017: 127) ... “Beyond bitcoin,
the largest and most successful application of P2P technologies is file sharing, with Napster
as the pioneer and BitTorrent as the most recent evolution of the architecture.” (Ibid: 171)
He states that,
“the bitcoin network and software are constantly evolving, so consensus attacks
would be met with immediate countermeasures by the bitcoin community, making
bitcoin hardier, stealthier, and more robust than ever. ... In order to evolve and
develop the bitcoin system, the rules have to change from time to time to
accommodate new features, improvements, or bug fixes. Unlike traditional software
development, however, upgrades to a consensus system are much more difficult and
require coordination between all the participants.” (Ibid: 256)
Further, he argues that, “Consensus software development continues to evolve and there is
much discussion on the various mechanisms for changing the consensus rules.” (Ibid: 266)
We thus see a major focus on 'evolutionary' blockchain change.
Yet in the final paragraph of the book, Antonopolous says, “We have examined just a few of
the emerging applications that can be built using the bitcoin blockchain as a trust platform.
These applications expand the scope of bitcoin beyond payments and beyond financial
instruments, to encompass many other applications where trust is critical. By decentralizing
the basis of trust, the bitcoin blockchain is a platform that will spawn many revolutionary
applications in a wide variety of industries.” (Ibid: 304) The future of blockchain, therefore
might be revolutionary based on many 'evolutions' of the technology.
In Life after Google: the Fall of Big Data and the Rise of the Blockchain Economy, George Gilder flipflops back and forth between evolution and revolution with little apparent consistency,
speaking about “the root-and-branch revolution of distributed peer-to-peer technology,
which I call the 'cryptocosm',” (2018: 44) then stating that, “[t]he next wave of innovation
will compress today’s parallel solutions in an evolutionary convergence of electronics and
optics.” (Ibid: 58)
He suggests that, “[a] decentralized and open global rendering system is foundational for
disruptive services and platforms to evolve from the post-mobile world of immersive
computing, just as the open web was formed in the creation of Google, Amazon and
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Facebook.” (Ibid: 205) However, he also notes that, “Far beyond mere high-definition voice,
5G is the technological infrastructure for a coming revolution in networks. It enables new
distributed security systems for the Internet of Things, the blockchain ledgers of the new
crypto-economy of micropayments, and the augmented and virtual reality platforms of
advanced Internet communications.” (Ibid: 231)
Gilder's language seems to sometimes be more about appearance than substance, as he
writes, “In the evolving technological economy, shaped by cryptographic innovations,
Google is going to have to compete again.” (Ibid: 239) Further explaining, he notes that,
“The revolution in cryptography has caused a great unbundling of the roles of money,
promising to reverse the doldrums of the Google Age, which has been an epoch of bundling
together, aggregating, all the digital assets of the world.” (Ibid: 256)
One key formulation renders his ideological views visible, reflecting his affiliation with the
Discovery Institute: “The new system of the world must reverse these positions, exalting the
singularities of creation: mind over matter, human consciousness over mechanism, real
intelligence over mere algorithmic search, purposeful learning over mindless evolution, and
truth over chance. A new system can open a heroic age of human accomplishment.” (Ibid:
272) Gilder seems to have no difficulty both denying and accepting 'evolution' at the same
time, regardless of the fact that everyone agrees both 'minds' and 'matter' are involved in
developing technologies.
Uncertainty Too From Financial Technology Leaders
Hanna Halaburda writes for the Bank of Canada (2018), saying, “The market’s excitement
about blockchain technologies is growing and is perhaps best summarized in the increasingly
popular slogan 'blockchain revolution.' It is estimated that the blockchain market size will
grow from US$210 million in 2016 to over US$2 billion by 2021.” (2018: 1) Later in the
paper she uses both terms, suggesting that,
“The broadening of the meaning of 'blockchain' to include smart contracts,
encryption and distributed ledger could simply reflect the evolution of a term in a
living language. However, precision matters for estimating costs and benefits, or
even for predicting the best uses of blockchain technologies. Smart contracts,
encryption and distributed ledger each bring different benefits. And since they can be
implemented independently, an optimal solution for a particular application may
include only some of these tools but not others. This may matter for the future of
the blockchain revolution.” (Ibid: 5)
In conclusion, she accepts the same terminology as the Tapscotts, saying, “The blockchain
revolution has brought distributed databases to the forefront and may result in wider
adoption and new ideas for their use.” (Ibid: 9)
Andrea Pinna and Weibe Ruttenberg (2016) write that, “Over the last decade, information
technology has contributed significantly to the evolution of financial markets, without,
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however, revolutionising the way in which financial institutions interact with one another.
This may be about to change, as some market players are now predicting that new database
technologies, such as blockchain and other distributed ledger technologies (DLTs), could be
the source of an imminent revolution.” (Ibid: 2) “It is not yet, therefore, clear whether DLTs
will cause a major revolution in mainstream financial markets or whether their use will
remain limited to particular niches.” (Ibid: 32)
Former Chief Scientific Advisor to the British Government, Mark Walport (2016) suggests,
“The development of block chain technology is but the first, though very important step
towards a disruptive revolution in ledger technology that could transform the conduct of
public and private sector organisations.” (2016: 10) He continues, “Regulation will need to
evolve in parallel with the development of new implementations and applications of the
technology” (Ibid: 12)
However, he also distinguishes a 'revolutionary' dimension to the technology, saying, “We
are still at the early stages of an extraordinary post-industrial revolution driven by
information technology. It is a revolution [that] is bringing important new benefits and risks.
It is already clear that, within this revolution, the advent of distributed ledger technologies is
starting to disrupt many of the existing ways of doing business.” (Ibid: 16)
And then he reverts back to evolutionary language, saying, “The terminology of this new
field is still evolving, with many using the terms block chain (or blockchain), distributed
ledger and shared ledger interchangeably.” (Ibid: 17) He emphasizes that, “M-Pesa
challenged the notion that value transfer for exchange transactions had to be done through
banks, and leapfrogged several developmental stages. But these innovations still rely on an
existing hierarchical structure, using proprietary technology and trusted intermediaries.
Though the change improves customer convenience, and significantly reduces costs to users
and customers, this is evolution rather than revolution.” (Ibid: 54) Walport is one of the few
voices insisting that changes in blockchain development are happening at a rather slower
than rapid pace, which seems to determine his choice of terms.
Sam Town makes clear his preferred terminology between the two notions, stating, “While
the ICO as it exists today may be gone tomorrow, the blockchain brings evolution, not
revolution.” (2018) Here he seems to be suggesting that while ICOs may not last long as a
credible method of fundraising, at least not without more stringent regulatory oversight, that
nevertheless blockchain distributed ledger technologies will indeed have lasting and
significant impact on finance and economics.
Does Evolution vs Revolution Matter?
Ugur Demirbas et al. (2018) also write to intentionally distinguish the two terms, saying, “In
summary, while digital transformation shows disruptive influence on individual elements, its
overall effect is rather evolutionary than revolutionary. The impact of DT in the context of
the overarching corporate sourcing strategy is an incremental change than a disruptive
creation of something completely new.” (2018: 8)
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Again we see an explanation given that 'evolutionary' is preferred because of the pace (slow)
and type (incremental) of change or the people's aims and goals involved in developing the
technology. They also indicate 'disruption' and 'something completely new' in their meaning
of 'revolutionary,' which we will look at again below.
Jagjit Dhaliwal (2018) says that, “We all know that the Blockchain technology is
revolutionizing our future by providing distributed networks, allowing peer-to-peer
transactions without intermediaries. We have come a long way in a really short period of
time from the inception of Bitcoin, one of the first cryptocurrencies based on Blockchain
technology.”
He continues saying that, “Everyone is curious about which platform and cryptocurrency
will win the race. The DLT landscape is changing rapidly and evolving really fast. I won’t be
surprised if some of the solutions in this article will [sic] extinct soon.” Dhaliwal thus
likewise shows that the pace of change impacts his choice of terms, though it is unclear how
'rapid change' and 'fast evolution' differ from 'revolutionary.'
In a paper curiously named “The Evolution of Blockchain Development” (2017), the team
at Alibaba Cloud similarly suggests that, “Blockchain as a technology has evolved rapidly in
the past decade.” They continue, however, by appealing to readers: “Let us discuss a few
major innovations that have revolutionized this field11.” This is yet another example of the
confusion in using the terms 'evolution' and 'revolution' when there is no clear explanation
of what differentiates one from the other.
Megan Ray Nichols weighs in on the 'revolution' side, when she says, “blockchain is serving
as a critical component in a major revolution that also includes rapid prototyping, lean
manufacturing, 3D printing, & now blockchain-facilitated manufacturing & supply
contracts.” (2018).
This and several of the examples above certainly do not refer to a 'political revolution' or
'scientific revolution,' but rather to an incoming 'technological revolution' that is supposedly
happening all around us with 'emergent' or 'nascent' new technologies, including, but not
exclusive to blockchain. The hype surrounding blockchain with expectations in the near
future, however, often seems to far exceed evidence of what has changed so far because of
it.
Don Tapcott responded in an interview with McKinsey that, “the blockchain, the underlying
technology, is the biggest innovation in computer science—the idea of a distributed database
where trust is established through mass collaboration and clever code rather than through a
powerful institution that does the authentication and the settlement12.”

11 https://www.alibabacloud.com/blog/The-Evolution-of-Blockchain-Development_p73812
12 http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/high-tech/our-insights/how-blockchains-could-change-the-world
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We have, of course, heard this kind of suggestive language before, so it's not like predictions
about 'revolutionary technology' are entirely new. One example of this harkens back to what
Fred Brooks asked in 1975, if “technical developments that are most often advanced as
potential silver bullets ... offer revolutionary advances, or incremental ones?” (1975: 188)
While not a few people have expressed inflated expectations for distributed ledger systems,
we are still nevertheless waiting for a clear example of widespread usage of blockchain to be
able to assess the variable speeds at which adoption can and likely will eventually take place.
With that basic background, we will now look at largely colloquial uses of the term
'evolution' as it relates to blockchain technology development.
Colloquial Usage of 'Evolution' for Blockchain Technology Development
A remarkable pattern among technology writers is to apply the term 'evolution' in what
appears to be a basic colloquial way, suggesting no theoretical underpinning or technical
meaning, and with no ideological implications. Instead, for these cases, the notion of
'evolution' is basically just used as a synonym for either 'change' (i.e. over time),
'development,' 'creation' or some kind of a general 'process of history.'
Brigid McDermott, vice president of IBM blockchain business development, states:
“We’re asking companies to join to help evolve the solution and guide and steer
its direction.”
“We’ll do PoCs [proofs-of-concept] later down the line.13” In this case, the verb
'to evolve' is meant in the same way as 'to create,' 'to build' or 'to develop,' without
the notion of a natural genetic population, implication of a 'struggle for life' or
'survival of the fittest,' rates of mutation, variation, or other notions usually
connected with 'biological evolutionary theory.”
The Commonwealth of Learning suggests that, “When it comes to educational innovation,
blockchains and ledgers are likely to lead to evolutionary gains14.” While it is not entirely
clear what they mean in this short report, we are likely supposed to gather a sense of
'progress' or 'advancement' in what they imply and suggest blockchain will lead to in the field
of education.
Margaret Leigh Sinrod writes about blockchain for the World Economic Forum (2018).
“The fact that banks are investing in this [blockchain] technology may sound fairly
paradoxical,” she says, “given the context in which it evolved and gained traction.” In this
case, the term 'evolved' seems to simply signify 'history,' i.e. that 'something has happened'
and that blockchain now continues to persist as a phenomenon.
Dennis Sahlstrom similarly tells us that, “the evolution of blockchain arrived with Ethereum,
created by Vitalik Buterin, which was an improvement of Bitcoin. This evolution added a
13 http://fortune.com/2017/08/22/walmart-blockchain-ibm-food-nestle-unilever-tyson-dole/
14 https://www.col.org/news/news/col-promotes-blockchain-education
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further element which is the ability to build decentralized applications (dApps) and smart
contracts to ensure that deals, transactions, and many other tasks can be performed without
intermediaries.” (2018)
Here we see 'evolution' used as a way to symbolise a historical fact, again that 'something has
happened,' thus indicating a new 'stage' of blockchain that also was 'created. This approach
might be confusing to people who accept a more technical meaning of 'evolution' as distinct
from 'creation' or 'intentional planning,' almost sounding as if blockchain has taken on a life
of its own.
John Dean Markunas from Power of Chain Consultancy continues this anthropomorphic
language, suggesting that, “The [blockchain] technology itself will continue to evolve along
with a wide variety of creative applications developed on top of it, similar to the
development of the internet and world-wide-web15.” This usage, while it signifies persistence
and continuity, appears particularly confusing since the term 'development' is also used
referring to the Internet, which other people claim has led to a 'revolution' in human society,
as seen above.
Tadas Deksnys CEO and Founder of Unboxed writes that, “Though the future of ICOs is
vague, the blockchain industry is still evolving and presenting new opportunities16.” Again,
we see here the notion of both history and continuity and that there is some kind of ongoing process of unspecified speed, type or significance.
These are all common examples of people involved in or writing about the blockchain
industry who suggest that blockchain demonstrates an 'evolutionary' rather than a
'revolutionary,' 'developmental' or otherwise 'non-evolutionary' process of change-over-time.
Frederik De Breuck (2019) says that, “its capabilities and platforms (both public and private)
are rapidly evolving and blockchain and distributed ledgers remain for me (and many others)
two of the most promising technology evolutions of recent decades for their potential to
transform both society and enterprises.”
He uses other change-based concepts as well, such as emergence and extension, in the latter
case saying, “[w]e think next year will see the ongoing evolution of these complex trust
architectures and their extension beyond their organizational boundaries, into both
ecosystems and society.” (Ibid) This language basically indicates something supposedly
important is happening with blockchain, a description that it is growing and reaching more
people in a community, network and/or ecosystem.

15 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/emancipation-from-ball-chain-blockchain-john-dean-markunas
16 https://medium.com/unboxed-network/our-journey-so-far-unboxed-airdrop-update-72b63ab52631
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Reflections of What May Be Historical Precedents
Jesus Leal Trujilo et al. in their Deloitte paper (2017) base their logic in the 'evolution' of
digital ecosystems, writing, “Our study appears to be the first empirical attempt to
understand the evolution of blockchain using metadata available on GitHub … Our findings
could help firms improve their ability to identify successful projects and opportunities based
on how the blockchain ecosystem is evolving.” (2017: 2)
They also address the time period in terms of stages of development, saying, “At the current
evolutionary stage of blockchain technology, it is likely to be in a developer’s best interest to
develop, or watch the development of, blockchain solutions on open source. Blockchain
appears to have a better chance to more quickly achieve rigorous protocols and
standardization through open-source collaboration, which could make developing
permissioned blockchains easier and better.” (Ibid: 5)
They continue, “The data scientists of Deloitte developed and honed a methodology to
analyze and organize GitHub data in order to better understand the evolution of a young,
possibly transformative technology and its ecosystem.” (Ibid: 15) They conclude saying, “It
is our hope that these findings can arm the financial services industry with the data it may
need to not only better identify successful projects and opportunities based on how the
blockchain ecosystem is evolving, but to become influential participants, themselves, in how
blockchain evolves.” (Ibid: 15) Thus, the promote both the development and so-called
'evolution' of blockchain technology based on the language of 'ecosystem' that loosely
mimics biology.
The Systems Academy suggests about blockchain technology that, “over the past years it has
been evolving fast, from the original Bitcoin protocol to the second generation Ethereum
platform, to today where we are in the process of building what some call blockchain 3.0. In
this evolution we can see how the technology is evolving from its initial form as essentially
just a database, to becoming a fully-fledged globally distributed cloud computer.”
They add to others in this paper who suggest that, “The development and adoption of the
Ethereum platform was a major step forward in the evolution of blockchain technology17,”
suggesting a kind of 'progress' narrative that switches between 'development' and 'evolution'
and indicates improvement rather than replacement or destruction of the old system.
M. Stapels et al. flip back and forth between 'development' and 'evolution,' stating that,
“blockchains are still a rapidly evolving technology, with ongoing developments, especially to
improve scalability and confidentiality. Globally, governments, enterprises, and startups are
exploring the technology/market fit in a wide variety of use cases and for a wide variety of
requirements and regulatory demands.” They also suggest a present lack of knowledge
towards building and maintaining trust among blockchain users, saying “There is still much
that is unknown about the development of trustworthy blockchain-based systems.” (2018: 1)
17 http://complexitylabs.io/evolution-of-blockchain/
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Bryan Zhang writes in the Foreword to Rauchs et al. 2018, that, “the landscape of DLT itself
continues its swift evolution.” Again, we see the suggestion of a continuity of some kind, as
if we are in a historical period of flux and change with the rise of DLTs. In conclusion, the
authors state that, “Nearly 10 years after Bitcoin entered the world, the DLT ecosystem is
still in early stages: it is constantly evolving and characterised by relentless experimentation
and R&D.” (2018: 92)
This usage doesn't necessarily imply that Bitcoin arrived on its own without a creative
inventor or network of users, but rather that it's simply in a process that has yet to reach its
conclusion and thus should be thought of as impermanent or temporary.
ElBarhrawy et al. (2017) “Here, we present a first complete analysis of the cryptocurrency
market, considering its evolution between April 2013 and May 2017.” (Ibid: 2) They then
suggest there is a theoretical underpinning one can use to study this historical period
involving cryptocurrencies. “By adopting an ecological perspective, we have pointed out that
the neutral model of evolution captures several of the observed properties of the market.”
(Ibid: 7)
In this approach we again see usage of the term 'evolution' to mean 'history,' yet in a broader
way that combines economics with ecology and push the idea of 'ecosystem' thinking that is
also front and centre in much of the ideological blockchain evolutionism below.
Ideological Blockchain Evolutionism
There is also a position held that promotes what I call 'ideological evolutionism' in insisting
that blockchain must be called a particularly 'evolutionary' phenomenon. This appears to be
due largely to a broader ideological framework to which the authors are already committed.
This view requires either that blockchain should not be seen as a 'revolutionary' technology
or use ideas available in literature produced by academics that promote something akin to
the 'evolution of everything,' i.e. that 'everything evolves' based on the logic that 'everything
changes.' This ideology is professed in the works of Matt Ridley and David Sloan Wilson
among others.
Patrick T. Harker, President and Chief Executive Officer for the Federal Reserve Bank of
Philadelphia, tells us that, “banking evolved its products and appendages just like the first
single-cell organisms evolved fins and gills and eventually feet and legs.” (2017: 4) Here an
analogy with the origins of life and animals implies that blockchain is an innovation of
almost mythical proportion. Though it may surprise the people who use 'evolution'
colloquially to hear this, not a few people actually do link the rise of blockchain to a broader
understanding of life, human existence and their general worldview.
One of the most well-known ideological blockchain evolutionists is Naval Ravikant, cofounder of Angel List. “The Evolution of Everything by Matt Ridley, one of my favorite
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authors,” tells Ravikant. “If I can’t verify it on my own or if I cannot get there through
science, then it may be true, it may be false, but it’s not falsifiable so I cannot view it as a
fundamental truth. On the other side, I do know that evolution is true. I do know that we
are evolved as survival and replication machines. I do know that we have an ego so that we
get up off the ground and worms don’t eat us and we actually take action.” Ravikant also
appeared on a podcast with Tim Ferris using a title “The Evolutionary Angel18.” In short,
Ravikant says, “I think almost everything about humans and human civilization is explained
better by evolution than anything else19.” To clarify what he means, he says,
“I use evolution as my binding principle in that it can explain a lot about how we
behave towards each other and why we do certain things. / Ignoring that your genes
want you to live in a certain way is a delusion that is going to hurt you. / I think a lot
of modern society can be explained through evolution. One theory is that civilization
exists to answer the question of who gets to mate. If you look around, from a purely
sexual selection perspective, sperm is abundant and eggs are scarce. It's an allocation
problem. How do you choose which sperm gets the egg? / Literally all of the works
of mankind and womankind can be traced down to people trying to solve that
problem.”20
In short, we see an attempt at the 'naturalisation' of blockchain technology based on
ideology or worldview, rather than 'science.'
Similarly, but with a more academic focus, Chris Berg et al. (2018) are promoting an
institutional evolutionary approach that mixes together 'development' with 'evolution'. They
ask: “How do blockchain protocols develop? How do they evolve? It is useful to see the
development of blockchain innovation through the entrepreneurial innovation literature.
Each sequential adaptation of a blockchain represents a new economic organisation, such as
a firm.” (Ibid: 3)
For them, “Blockchain protocols offer us an evolutionary window into institutional change.
The protocols are evolving under variation, replication and selection conditions, and
researchers have a near complete and comprehensive window into those changes.” (Ibid: 10)
This choice of terms follows on the work of Donald T. Campbell who attempted to apply
Darwinian principles regarding biology to the human world, using the controversial notion
of 'blind variation and selective retention' (cf. the Darwinian notion of 'random mutation
and natural selection'), which at the same time dislocates humanity's power of choice by
removing the teleological impulse21 that is present in non-evolutionary and transevolutionary (Sandstrom 2016) viewpoints.

18 https://tim.blog/2017/06/04/nick-szabo/
19 http://www.businessinsider.com/angellist-ceo-naval-ravikant-shares-his-favorite-books-2015-8
20 http://www.killingbuddha.co/the-present/2016/10/17/naval-ravikant-on-the-give-and-take-of-themodern-world
21 "Being teleological is the second worst thing you can be as a Historian. The worst is being Eurocentric." Joel Mokyr
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Nick Szabo is a major figure in blockchain space, perhaps most known for his coinage of the
term 'smart contract.' Szabo is also somewhat prolific in his use of the term 'evolution' when
it comes to cultural artefacts. He writes, “Common law is a highly evolved system of security
for persons and property.” This draws on his general belief that, “Over many centuries of
cultural evolution has emerged both the concept of contract and principles related to it,
encoded into common law. Algorithmic information theory suggests that such evolved
structures are often prohibitively costly to recompute. If we started from scratch, using
reason and experience, it could take many centuries to redevelop sophisticated ideas like
property rights that make the modern free market work.”
Szabo, however, notes that, “the digital revolution is radically changing the kinds of
relationships we can have. … New institutions, and new ways to formalize the relationships
that make up these institutions, are now made possible by the digital revolution. I call these
new contracts 'smart,' because they are far more functional than their inanimate paper-based
ancestors.” (1996) At the same time, he reminds us that, “Societies have evolved institutions
such as firms and competitive markets to set prices, legal precedents and judicial proceedings
to make judgments, and so forth.” (2002) Thus, we are proposed with a digital revolution
happening inside of a broadly evolutionary version of human history.
Kartik Hegadekatti (2017) believes that, “Man has not only evolved biologically and
culturally but also economically. Human economy has grown over many centuries through
continuous addition of value. This value addition has been an evolutionary factor as it has
influenced the formation of the main economic sectors-namely Primary, Secondary and
Tertiary. Recently after the advent of Blockchain technology, Bitcoin achieved Gold parity.
This paper analyses whether such an event will have any impact on the evolution of our
economies.”
He suggests that, “Man first settled down for agriculture, and started the process of
economic and social development. In fact, this event led to conditions where mankind could
experiment and evolve new economic and social systems. Earlier, during the hunter-gatherer
phase, there were very few niche specialties. A hunter had to sharpen his [sic] own spear and
go to hunt with the group. Once man settled down, distribution and differentiation of labor
started. Villages sprang up where there were blacksmiths, cattle herders, and traders etc. who
became part of the then-nascent human society.” (2017: 3)
Further, he writes that, “Consequently we may witness an explosion in technology entities,
akin to the industrial revolution; A Technology Revolution. This may culminate in the
creation of a truly Artificial Intelligence (as investment and research into Data analytics and
automation technology will increase, thanks to investment in Blockchain Technology)
leading to Technological Singularity.” (Ibid: 6)
In this final example of ideological blockchain evolutionism, we notice the author predicting
a 'Technological Singularity' (cf. Ray Kurzweil's dystopian scenario for humanity), which
presents a kind of teleological goal and aim for human-machine interaction. Proponents of
blockchain development who share this view may thus somehow still believe in
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technological revolutions that happen within a broader worldview in which everything,
inevitably, is always and everywhere evolving.
Digitally Extending Blockchain
“The idea of cultural evolution strikes me as nothing but a dodge to put off the work
of doing th[e] thinking, a piece of displacement activity brought in to dodge the
conflict. It is not the right way to grasp the continuity between human and nonhuman nature. We need to drop it and find a better path22.” - Mary Midgley (1984)
“Practitioners should be skeptical of claims of revolutionary technology.”
- Arvind Naryanan and Jeremy Clark (2017)
After having considered the ways various people write about blockchain as a constantly
changing and 'evolving' technology, potentially a 'revolutionary' one, in this section I will
offer an additional approach to blockchain development. My view is that blockchain
technology is an example of a 'social machine23' (Berners-Lee 1999) that most closely
resembles the educational and agricultural extension movements from the late 19th and 20th
centuries, which continue around the world today.
It is not necessary and can even be harmful or at least restrictive to use 'evolutionary'
language to describe this alternative approach. In the current 21st century, we can thus
consider the emergence and development of blockchain as a form of 'digital extension
services,' which I will briefly elaborate on below and further in a forthcoming book chapter
(Bailetti IGI, 2019).
The first thing to realise in order to make a simple yet crucial shift in language is that
'change' is the master category, not 'evolution' or 'revolution'. That is to say that both
evolution and revolution require change to happen, but change need not be either
evolutionary or revolutionary. That is what makes change the master category over both
evolution and revolution.
This basic semantic point serves an aim to help curb the rampant over-use and exaggeration
of the 'biological theory of evolution' into the field of technology development that at the
same time largely avoids identifying non-evolutionary or trans-evolutionary (Sandstrom
2017c) types of change. Instead, properly identifying the master category reveals that the
intended new directions of social and cultural change due to blockchains are happening less

22 "Biological and Cultural Evolution.” 1984. ICR Monograph Series 20.
https://idriesshahfoundation.org/biological-and-cultural-evolution/
23 Berners-Lee writes of “interconnected groups of people acting as if they shared a larger intuitive brain,”
defining social machines on the internet as “processes in which the people do the creative work and the
machine does the administration.” (1999) Smart and Shadbolt provide an updated version: “Social Machines
are Web-based socio-technical systems in which the human and technological elements play the role of
participant machinery with respect to the mechanistic realisation of system level processes.” (2014)
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rapidly and possibly also less disruptively compared to what many 'blockchain revolution'
proponents enthusiastically claim.
Here it is worth noting that blockchain technology is based on not a few prior innovations,
which when taken into account make it appear less revolutionary and more step-wise
logically sequential. Such is the case that Naryanan and Clark make in their impressive paper
“Bitcoin's Academic Pedigree (2017). In it they state that, “many proposed applications of
blockchains, especially in banking, don't use Nakamoto consensus. Rather, they use the
ledger data structure and Byzantine agreement, which, as shown, date to the '90s. This belies
the claim that blockchains are a new and revolutionary technology.” (Ibid)
They continue, concluding that, “most of the ideas in bitcoin that have generated excitement
in the enterprise, such as distributed ledgers and Byzantine agreement, actually date back 20
years or more. Recognize that your problem may not require any breakthroughs—there may
be long-forgotten solutions in research papers.” (Ibid) While nevertheless celebrating the
significant achievement that Satoshi Nakamoto made in bringing multiple previous
innovations together into Bitcoin, Naryanan and Clark reveal how the 'revolutionary'
language of some proponents of blockchain can be considered as an exaggeration that
avoids its historical precursors and likewise neglects the 'shoulders of giants' on which
Nakamoto stood.
Junking the Blockchain Hype
Instead of either 'evolution' or 'revolution,' the alternative term 'extension' identifies
inherently teleological, intentional and goal-oriented change-over-time. This term also adds
considerable untapped value in connecting directly with the history of educational extension
and agricultural extension mentioned in the introduction.
In both cases, the extension of knowledge, training and scientific innovations from centres
to margins and from people in cities and at research institutes to people in rural areas around
the world without convenient access to educational institutions has opened new
opportunities for social learning and overall human development24.
Thus, blockchain framed as an example of 'digital extension services' provides an analogy
with applications for business, finance, governance25, military26, education, agriculture27,
24 “Extension lectures offered many middle-class women almost their only contact with education beyond the
secondary level, and in consequence women came to use the new movement in greater numbers than any other
social group, and frequently displayed the greatest personal application.” – Lawrence Goldman (Dons and
Workers, 1995: 88)
25 A blockchain is “a place [digital ledger] for storing data that is maintained by a network of nodes without
anyone in charge.” – Jeremy Clark (2016, https://users.encs.concordia.ca/~clark/talks/2016_edemocracy.pdf)
26 See Kevin O'Brien's (2018) “China, Russia, USA in Race to Use Blockchain for Military Operations.”
https://bitcoinist.com/china-russia-usa-blockchain-military/ and Salvador Llopsis Sanchez' “Blockchain
Technology in Defence.” https://www.eda.europa.eu/webzine/issue14/cover-story/blockchain-technologyin-defence
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cultural heritage28, and any and all other institutions in society that may make use of peer-topeer transaction-based systems that can be measured with data collection.
Burton Swanson et al. define 'extension' as “the organized exchange of information and the
purposive transfer of skills.” (1997) It was such intentional diffusion of creative innovation
and knowledge sharing that led to a worldwide movement of 'extensionsists' and 'extension
agents,' that has arguably become the greatest social impact force, both personally and
institutionally, perhaps alongside of universities, football (soccer) and major religions, that
the world has ever known and experienced.
This is why I believe a discussion now of blockchain as 'digital extension services' is
particularly ripe for exploration and why the regularly repeated question of whether or not
blockchain is an 'evolution or revolution' is not currently as important. If blockchain is going
to become a 'revolutionary' technology in the digital era, an 'internet of trust,' then it will
require require some kind of individual and social 'extension' motif with goals, aims and
purposes in mind in order to achieve this.
At the same time it appears crucial, however, to openly reject 'evolutionary' approaches to
blockchain as if believing that the origin of Bitcoin did not happen as the result of a random
and undirected process that was simply a result of external 'environmental pressures' (cf.
blind variation and selective retention). Rather, Bitcoin and the technology now known as
'blockchain' were created intentionally by a pseudonymous programmer and cryptographer
in 2008, with the first Bitcoin mined on January 3, 2009.
If Satoshi Nakamoto's intentional creation is not credited as such, then an invitation to
future blockchain chaos without planning or purpose will be the likely result. In short, an
'evolutionary' origins story for blockchain falls short of validity and simply makes no logical
sense. Instead, more goal-oriented and teleological discussion is needed about where we are
now heading through the use of distributed ledgers, which indeed may bring highly
transformative social change to people around the world through digital peer-to-peer
interactions.
Investment in Revolution
The question of whether or not blockchain is potentially a 'revolutionary' technology and
what impact it will have on society raises many difficult questions to answer. To some degree
it must involve speculative futuristics. The promises of 'decentralisation' and the removal of
intermediaries (disintermediation) from digital social transactions that happen across borders
and nations using the internet has led to what can be called 'centre-phobia,' or the fear of
27 Andrew Braun's (2018) “Blockchain & Agriculture: A Look at the Issues & Projects Aiming to Solve Them”
https://blockonomi.com/blockchain-agriculture/ and “Digging into Blockchain in Agriculture.”
https://blockchain.wtf/2018/11/industry-impacts/digging-into-blockchain-in-agriculture/
28 Zohar Elhanini's (2018) “How Blockchain Changed The Art World In 2018.”
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zoharelhanani/2018/12/17/how-blockchain-changed-the-art-world-in2018/#30caa5333074
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centralised institutions of social, economic and political power. Some proponents of
blockchain are even calling for 'leaderless democracy29,' which sounds more utopian and
radical than what mainstream blockchain builders are aiming for.
The blockchain feature of having a timestamped, immutable record has many implications,
including for deterrence of online criminal activity and financial fraud detection30. While
much of the zeal for Bitcoin in the early years involved illicit use through the Silk Road
website involving weapons, drugs, human trafficking and various nefarious schemes, other
non-criminal uses of distributed ledger for 'social impact31' soon started to arise that pushed
the boundaries of what peer-to-peer networking and transacting around the world could
enable.
All of these changes require the intentional and 'signed' (cf. key signatures) use of blockchain
systems, where users must agree to accept the rules and regulations of the ledger
community's 'Genesis Block' in order to participate. Again, the language of 'extension' based
on individual and social choices seems more suitable than outsourcing the conversation to
biological or even environmental language.
To enable easily distinguishing 'non-evolutionary' change and 'development' from
'evolutionary' change, we may simply consider the effects of intentionality, purpose and
aim32. When we explore the directions and trajectories that blockchain DLT is headed, we
mean that people are consciously developing and building it and/or purchasing crypto-assets
and digital currencies, i.e. they are 'extending' the innovation made by Satoshi Nakamoto
with new applications.
Rest assured, however, with this new terminology in hand this does not necessarily mean
that any one person knows, or even that it can be known exactly for certain, in which
direction(s) blockchain is headed, such that a single person, group or institution can 'control'
it, as Carter rightly identified above. Yet, while most people cautiously say they do not now
know and cannot predict where blockchain is headed in the future, those who are actually
building blockchains now should properly be given credit for their work and not left out of
the conversation as if their plans are irrelevant to the eventual outcome of the technology's
growth.
Indeed, the goals, aims, visions and plans of many blockchain builders and investors will
determine the trajectory of blockchain development; they are the ones who are now 'in
29 “Without the need for any central control or mediator blockchains allow for leaderless democracy – a new
way of governing human behaviour online through ‘one computer one vote’.”
http://kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/name/open-blockchain
30 "Bitcoin is an immutable evidence system, a ledger that stops fraud." - Craig Steven Wright
https://medium.com/@craig_10243/the-great-mining-swindle-2dec8ffa819d
31 https://consensys.net/social-impact/
32 “As a result of the new scientific orthodoxy, the origins of organisms and of artifacts are nowadays seen as
radically different: blind natural selection versus the purposive, forward-looking, and intelligent activity of
designers.” - Phillip Brey (2008)
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control' of where the technology is headed since Satoshi Nakamoto has disappeared from
public33.
Similarly, the perspective which holds that all change that is gradual, rather than rapid,
therefore, according to biological precedent, automatically counts as 'evolutionary,' turns out
to be both false and unnecessary upon closer investigation. French Nobel prize winner in
Medicine, François Jacob suggested that, “Natural selection does not work as an engineer
works. It works like a tinkerer — a tinkerer who does not know exactly what he is going to
produce but uses whatever he finds around him… to produce some kind of workable
object34.”
Yet with blockchain the 'human selection35' or 'human extension' of technology is being
done by software developers, legal experts and innovation leaders with particular practical
goals and business solutions in mind, even if 'tinkering' is the method by which the
development occurs. The key is that people are actively involved in plotting the trajectory of
blockchain growth and application, in contra-distinction with the mere anthropomorphic
appearance (design) of biological change over time.
It simply does not make sense, therefore, when speaking about blockchain technology to use
the language of a biologist like Dawkins, who suggested based largely upon a reactionary
view, that 'natural selection,' “has no purpose in mind. It has no mind and no mind's eye. It
does not plan for the future. It has no vision, no foresight, no sight at all. If it can be said to
play the role of watchmaker in nature, it is the blind watchmaker.” (1986: 5) Instead, with
blockchain, it is our deep sense of purpose, vision, foresight, and planning that will result in
new opportunities to apply the technology in potentially beneficial and effective social and
cultural, economic and political configurations.
Indeed, the all-too-human sense of vision and deliberate drive, even if the direction was not
always entirely clear and involved a kind of groping for solutions towards an unknown
future; this is what enabled Satoshi Nakamoto to bring together past innovations, to ideate,
code and eventually build a technological, legal framework and community for Bitcoin users
in the first place.
To write this off according to a non-inventive theory of biological evolution that has no
foresight or personal agency is to unnecessarily reduce and even dangerously dehumanise the
conversation about blockchain in a disparaging way. Instead, I believe that aiming to uplift
the conversation involving blockchain for humanity's individual and collective extension and
benefit is what the situation now most urgently requires.

33 However, with the noteworthy possibility that Craig Steve Wright was Satoshi Nakamoto, as he is now
claiming, as he did in 2016: “I was Satoshi.” (2019)
34 “Evolution and Tinkering.” Science, Vol. 196, No. 4295, June 1977: pp. 1161-1166.
35 This term was used in 1890 by A.R. Wallace, co-discoverer of 'natural selection' with Charles Darwin, to
distinguish human-made things from natural organisms, after Darwin's death.
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What was the problem to which blockchain presented a solution? Was Nakamoto mainly
aiming to undermine the power of financial institutions following the USA's Emergency
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, i.e. the great bailout for banking elites at massive cost to
millions of citizens? What purposes need there be other than financial ones to inspire the
invention of an immutable public ledger that may serve as the basis for a 'blockchain
revolution'?
A public ledger (cf. triple entry accounting) that eliminates the double spending problem for
digital transactions involving money is a massively transformative technology in and of itself.
Regardless of what purposes Nakamoto had in mind when designing, creating and
developing Bitcoin, we now are faced with what to do with this invention in ways that not
only disrupt older systems, but that rather may at the same time creatively uplift human
development of people around the world. What seems most urgently needed nowadays is a
globally-oriented, socially-responsible digital extension services built upon distributed ledger
technologies, using a combination of human, informational and material resources to
produce it.
Conclusion
“The extensions of man with their ensuing environments, it's now fairly clear, are the
principal area of manifestation of the evolutionary process36.” – McLuhan (1968)
“Building is the only truth path. Creation.” ... “Bitcoin started because of my ideas. It
was my design, and it is my creation.” - Craig Steven Wright (2019)
Given the above survey of uses of both terms 'evolution' and 'revolution' with respect to
blockchain in the available literature, it is clear at least that there is on-going debate between
which term is more suitable. My preference is to drop the term 'evolution' as unnecessarily
ambiguous and imprecise when applied to technology, while cautioning that ateleological
language is not particularly helpful or constructive in the conversation about blockchain
development.
Likewise, at this early stage of historical growth, we still don't know what kind of 'revolution'
blockchain may cause in combination with other emerging digital technologies (IoTs, UAVs,
VR/AR, virtual assistants, neural nets, quantum computing, etc.). We may thus look with
either some trepidation or tempered optimism at the potential for revolutionary changes
with the coming of distributed ledgers, particularly in the way blockchain will impact society,
economics, politics, and culture.
In this paper, a brief comparison towards blockchain's 'revolutionary' impact was proposed
in the educational extension movement and agricultural extension and advisory services. The
worldwide extension movement in agriculture contributed to the so-called 'Green

36 War and Peace in the Global Village. With Quentin Fiore. New York: Bantam, 1968: p. 19.
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Revolution37' of the 1950s and 60s through knowledge sharing and information transfer to
farmers who otherwise would not have had access to new seeds, knowledge and farming
techniques.
With blockchain as a globally-oriented technology built upon the internet, we are starting to
see new opportunities for digital identity provision that opens access to vital resources for
those who are currently identity-less, for money transfer across borders (remissions), and for
opportunities to bring 'banking to the unbanked.' This transformation has the potential to
unlock many available human resources that will be able to further develop societies and
cultures through savings and investment in peoples' futures, something now impossible via
institutional gridlock, exclusion and information capture.
On the strictly academic level, distributed ledgers may turn out to be the greatest technology
created since the 'social survey' (or questionnaire) itself with the prospect of gathering big
data for multivariate analysis. Now with a partially anonymous (cf. pseudonymous) user
platform to protect personal identities from recrimination and 'outing,' social scientific
research may be able to provide greater safety and security for ethical studies of humanity via
digital devices that was simply not available in the past.
Nevertheless, we are still largely in the theoretical stage of blockchain's coming impact and
no mass platform for collecting such linked social data has yet been created where peer-topeer interactions can produce a cascading global network effect. The question of whether a
'revolution' is coming or not due to blockchain DLT is thus for many people one still of
sheer fantasy or hopeful speculation waiting for a major consensus-building breakthrough.
The Origins and the Future
Whether or not a person believes Craig Steven Wright was 'Satoshi Nakamoto' (perhaps with
helpers alongside) or not is beside the point that someone must have been the inventive
creator of Bitcoin. It simply didn't arise on its own without an inventor and creator or
without a purpose, aim and plan for its roll-out. To posit an 'evolutionary origin' for
blockchain DLT thus profoundly misses out on the crucial elements of intentional, planned,
purposeful technological change. Instead, looking at blockchain as an 'extension' of peoples'
choices places priorities on human values and desires, which are not to be ignored, but
rather individually and collectively celebrated.
That said, in closing it is worth noting that a 'revolution' would only happen involving
blockchains if the technology is not limited in usage to banks, multi-national corporations,
and intermediary holders of financial power that collect fees without adding actual value to
37 “The first Green Revolution enabled developing countries to experience large increases in crop production
through the use of fertilisers, pesticides and high-yield crop varieties. Between 1960 and 2000, yields for all
developing countries rose 208 per cent for wheat, 109 per cent for rice, 157 per cent for maize, 78 per cent for
potatoes and 36 per cent for cassava. This success was most felt with rice growers in Asia and lifted many out
of poverty. ... Capital investments and agricultural extension services are key for farmers to properly adopt new
technologies and raise their farms’ productivity. ” - Liu (2017)
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communities and users. Rent-seeking behaviour and currency speculation indeed has levied a
massive cost on human civilisation in terms of widening the inequality gap within and
between nations.
Similarly, writes Lawrie, “the Extension Movement ... had to battle against the prejudice of
those who would prefer university education to remain a privilege for the few.” (2014: 79)
An overall struggle for power can and therefore must be expected in attempts to control
distributed ledgers via 'super users' and centralised databases that sell user information. If the
champions of blockchain DLTs are also champions of human freedom and dignity of
person, the result may turn out better for a majority, rather than a minority few.
The dangers also adds caution and concern to those who focus on blockchain's supposed
'revolutionary' impact as something necessarily disruptive and even destructive. The rhetoric
heats up especially when blockchain is framed as a kind of deterministic, unavoidable and
inevitable change driven by forces outside of human control.
Does technology have a 'mind of its own?' If not, then who is in control? Who is
innovating? Who is guiding, choosing and directing the development of blockchain
technology? And are they creating it for their own selfish gains or for the broader aims of
society and culture? These questions animate the underlying concerns in this paper that
mainly attempted to distinguish between random, unguided and guided, responsible
technological change.
While it is true that in some sense the identity of Satoshi Nakamoto does not matter
anymore, as the so-called “genie is out of the bottle38” now with blockchain. I believe it is
nevertheless wrong to suggest that no one is or even should be in control of blockchain
development, even though Satoshi Nakamoto disappeared. The growing number of people
now building blockchain technologies will create a new horizon in which this technology will
impact humanity in the coming years in a profound way. We may therefore watch with
interest at the various ways P2P and E2E digital interactions on a global scale will change the
course of human history in the near future to come.
In short, blockchain technology is a non-evolutionary or trans-evolutionary phenomenon
that is potentially revolutionary for how it will restructure human society and culture based
on immutable, timestamped distributed public ledgers. Blockchain as a 'social machine'
heralds digital extension services and a new era of social change-over-time. Let us be ready
and unafraid to face the challenges that this technology brings as it both disrupts, re-creates
and unites people in a way that was unimaginable until Satoshi's blockchain was invented to
change the world.
Contact details: gregory.sandstrom@gmail.com

38 As Joseph Lubin of Ethereum and Consensus says, “She’s big, she can’t go back in.”
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/668104-the-entrepreneur-joe-lubin-coo-of-ethereum/
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